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Friends of St Faith’s 
 
It's a quiet start to the year for the Friends, however a coffee social date 
will be set for later this term which will give us a chance to hear your 
great fundraising ideas for our wonderful school. 
 
In the meantime, remember you could have a chance to win the Friends 
lotto. It's simple to join, visit the PTA tab on the School webpage and 
follow the link to the online form and fill in your details. Good luck, it 
could be you! 
 

Have a great weekend. 
 
 
Vicky, Alison & Zoe  please contact Vicky via email: 
Victoria.Crocker@stfaithsprep.com 

Internet Safety                                     “If it makes you feel funny.                                 Stay Safe online 
In your tummy,  

Worried, scared or sad.  
Then you must tell a grown-up you trust.  

Like a teacher or a mum or dad.”  

 
From gaming and chat to streaming and video, young people are shaping the interactive entertainment spaces they 
are a part of. Whilst there is so much fun to be had on the internet it is vitally important that we equip our children 
with a tool-kit they can dip into to stay safe online.  
To ensure we build our pupils knowledge our strategy is carefully planned. In Computing, every new term starts with 
a designated internet safety lesson, and further teaching and tips are drip fed into lessons throughout the term. From 
not sharing personal information online to how to deal with an upsetting video, all these aspects and more are 
covered. Furthermore, internet safety is woven into our PSHEE programme and all teachers take responsibility to 
ensure children are constantly being reminded about the common themes. Throughout the year numerous assemblies 
cover the topic too and on Tuesday 8th February we will be celebrating Safer Internet Day which is co-ordinated by 
the UK Safer Internet Centre. This year the theme is ‘All fun and games? Exploring respect and relationships online’. 
It is not only the children who will have the opportunity to get involved but the parents too as Mr Andrews will 
leading a talk for parents which will be held over TEAMS at 7 pm that evening (a recording of this will be made 
available for those who are unable to attend).  More of this in subsequent letters but for now back to the catchy song 
this post began with.  
 
This week children in the Lower School were introduced to Jessie, her father and her pet dog affectionately named: 
Dog. The children watched videos and read stories about Jessie and her adventures online. This gave an excellent 
platform for the children to talk about their experiences online and ended with them making some creative posters 
all about internet safety. Meanwhile, the Upper School were introduced to a game called Band Runner – Featuring 
characters and safety messages from the Thinkuknow: Play Like Share films.  Band Runner is a fun game that puts 
children’s knowledge about online safety to the test by asking them to help characters make safe choices.  

Players can choose to play the game as characters Ellie or Sam who use their guitars to eliminate all obstacles in 
their path as they run through school in order to make it to their next gig. If players miss a jump or take a tumble 
they then need to help Alfie solve an online safety dilemma to be able to continue play.  As players pass to the next 
level, the running gets faster!  

Again, this gave the children a starting point to discuss how they would 
respond to the dilemmas faced by the characters using the SMART acronym 
(Safe, Meet, Accepting, Reliable and Tell) which has been drummed into 
them since they started here at St Faith’s. They then created avatars of 
themselves and wrote their top tip for using the internet safely and 
positively. It has certainly been a ‘rocking’ start to Computing this term!   
 
Remember, “If it makes you feel funny. In your tummy. Worried, scared or 
sad. Then you must tell a grown-up you trust, like a teacher or a mum or 
dad.”  

 

Head’s Corner 
 
My new football boots, sponsored by 
some of the Dads for Christmas, had 
their debut performance this week 
when I refereed the U11 touch rugby 
match. I’m sure they made me run a 
bit faster enabling me to keep up with 
the game and so thank you very much 
for my present…already put to good 
use.  
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Music Report 
It has been good to have a full week of musical activities after Christmas and all choirs, orchestras and recorder 
groups are up and running. There are lots of musical treats to look forward to in the next few weeks including 
Morning and Twilight Concerts, the St Edmund's Gala Concert and the Thanet Festival. 
 
Congratulations to Amaari and Sofia on your piano performances this morning.  

 
Below, Mr Ainsworth interviews another Grade 5 pupil: Freddie Heffer. 
Recently, Freddie has become the latest member of the St Faith's Grade 5 club, passing Music Theory with merit.  
I spoke to Freddie about his exam and about music in general. 
 
PA: Why do you enjoy theory so much? 
 
FH: I find it fun! I didn't really enjoy the exam as there were some internet glitches, but I still enjoyed it. I find it 
challenging but enjoyable. Theory helps me understand the music when I am playing my clarinet or piano. Knowing 
about theory makes sight-reading in particular easier. 
 
PA: What is your favourite aspect of theory? 
 
FH: I like cadences * the most! They are hard but I feel happy when I have understood them and got the question      
correct. 
 
* Note from PA - a cadence is a sequence of chords which ends a musical phrase. Grade 5 cadences are Perfect,        
Imperfect and Plagal. 
 
PA: What do you have planned next? 
 
FH: I've seen the Grade 6 book and it looks horrible! It makes me want to have a go at it though! Now that I have done 
the exam, I would like to focus on my clarinet and piano playing a bit more. I'd like to take Grade 4 piano and Grade 3 
clarinet, which might happen over the Christmas holiday. I'd also like to audition for a scholarship - just for fun! 
PA: Thank you for speaking to me, Freddie.        FH: You're welcome! 

SPRING TERM RESPONSIBILITY BADGE HOLDERS 
 

Assembly—JIGSAW 
 
Dreams and Goals is what we will be celebrating as a school this half term through our PSHEE JIGSAW 
programme! 
 
We found out about the dreams and goals of the staff in assembly this morning finding out that      
Mrs Bowyer has a dream of taking her family to Italy and Mrs Mellin's goal is to be in panto again as 

part of the Ash Players. Mr Andrews and Mr Mackenzie strived to achieve a goal but were distracted and hindered by   
Year 6 who disturbed and disrupted them! They had to persevere and show resilience to achieve their goals!  
 

We decided that achieving a dream or goal can be a bit like riding 
a rollercoaster with twists and turns and difficulties to overcome 
but with resilience and determination and with a real 'I Can and I 
Will' attitude we can achieve! 
 
 
 
After our assembly we recorded our dreams and goals in balloons...come and see 
what they are on the new PSHEE JIGSAW display board outside the Year 3 classrooms. 

Class Form Captain Friendship Counsellor School Council Eco Warrior 

1CM       Amaari Patel 

1R       Isabelle Dalgiesh 

2H Florence Osborn   Myles Andrews Dorothy Stead 

2L Sophia Holden   Kasen Wells Quinn Hewett 

3B Mya Wood Amara Fernando Hannah Robinson Fred Giles 

3P Ethan Smith Tabitha Thompson Bertie Hampshire Flynn Leberl 

4C Harry Evans James Quinn Ashmitha Palanisamy Evie Wiltsher 

4R April Snow Alice Thomlinson Leo Alexander Roy Benayahu 

5A Willa Bradley George Steed Penny Ford Elsie Rang 

5M Anna Woodhead Amelia McElligott Hugo Jarlett Elizabeth Birkett 

6J Isaac Stroud   Kit Dearson Arabella Porter 

6W Oliver Taylor   Evelina Salvatori   



Clubs & Activities 

 Head Boy & Girl’s Teaser! 
 Name the super hero! 

 
    

 Deputy Head Boy & Girl’s                    
Teaser! 

Name this Harry Potter character 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Week Commencing 17 January 2022 
Monday 
Tuesday 
 
Wednesday 
8.15am  Second hand shop open 
8.40am  Year 6 Dragons Den Assembly 
2.00pm  U11 Netball v Kent College  AB AWAY 
    U11 Netball v Kent College CD HOME 
 
Thursday 
 
Friday  
8.40am  Celebration Assembly 

Calling all Business Owners – Large and Small!  
We need your help! 

 
 As you may have seen at the end of the Autumn Term, 
the children from the Newspaper Club wrote, edited and 
assembled the very first edition of the St Faith’s Times, 
and what an impressive effort it was! Guided by the 
journalistic expertise of Mrs Barker the children managed 
to ensure that there was something for everyone. There 
was a wordsearch, fascinating articles, reports and even 
an interview with Mr Groves! Who will we have the 
opportunity to find out about next?  
  
To make the printing of this newspaper a reality and to 
ensure that our budding writers and journalists of the 
future can produce something tangible, we need to 
include advertising to cover the costs associated with a 
professional print. This is an excellent chance for business 
owners, and those wishing to reach a wider audience, to 
place ads reaching almost 300 families.  
  
Costs are currently £130 for a full page, £65 for a half 
page and £30 for a quarter page which may be of some 
interest to the many businesses run by the St Faith’s 
families. Equally, you may want to place a small classified 
ad to sell that bike that sits unloved in the garage, and 
this could run in the termly newspaper for as little as 
£10.  
  
The deadline for any advertisements is Friday March 
11th and the next edition will be available to children on 
the last day of term, Friday April 1st. 
 
Please could images or text for adverts be sent 
to karina.barker@stfaithsprep.com   Mrs Barker will also 
advise on how payment can be made. 
 
Let’s make the St Faith’s Times something that all of the 
children at St Faith’s Prep can benefit from – developing 
their love of reading, writing and also their organisational 
and entrepreneurial skills in the process.  

 
 
 

CHILDREN’S OUTSIDE ACHIEVEMENTS 
 

This Year 1 girl was awarded a ‘Blue Peter’ Badge 
for donating 7 inches of her hair to the Little 
Princess Trust 
 

Panto season has come to an end now and what a fantastic 
time it was.  April Snow performed at the Malthouse 
Theatre in Beauty and the Beast throughout the whole of 
the Christmas period and it was an amazing experience. 
Well done on your on stage acting, dancing and singing.  
 
Molly South received her level 3 certificate in the Learn to 
Swim ,Swim England awards and Dorothy Stead received 
her 100 metres certificate.  Miles Jaenicke received his 
10m & 15m Safety Swim Award certificates. 
 
Florence Osborn passed her Stage 2 swimming exam and 
demonstrated particular skill when diving from the starting 
blocks, she is now storming through stage 3. 
 
Evie Crocker selected as a winner in the LOL magazine 
competition for creating a new doll. 
 
Myles Andrews achieved a half marathon (22k) at Park Run  
 

Week Commencing 17.01.2022 

Monday   

Gym   Un - Yr 1 3.25pm - 4.00pm  YES 

Gym  Yr 2- 6  4.15pm - 4.55pm YES 

Music (During School hours) YES 

Tennis R - Yr 1 3.15pm - 4.00pm   Yr 2 - 4   
4.15pm - 5.00pm YES 

Tuesday   

Badminton Yr 4 - 6 (first half of term only) 
4.10pm - 5.00pm YES 

Chess Yr 3 - 6   4.10pm - 5.10pm YES 

Dance Pixies & Fairies Ballet Upper Nursery to 
Yr 1  3.45pm - 4.15pm YES 

Ballet Prep  Yr 2 - 6   4.15pm - 4.50pm  YES 

Jazz & Disco Yr 2 - 6    4.50pm - 5.25pm YES 

LAMDA (During school hours) YES 

Music (During School hours) YES 

Wednesday   

Ballet Prep Yr 2 - 6   4.15pm - 4.50pm YES 

Jazz & Disco Yr 2 - 6   4.50pm - 5.25pm YES 

Chess Yr 1 & 2  4.10pm - 5.10pm YES 

Computer club Yr 3 - 6  4.10pm - 5.10pm YES 

Cooking Yr 4-6  4.10pm - 5.10pm YES 

Fencing Yr 3 - 6  8.00am - 8.45am YES 

Music (During School hours) YES 

Yoga & Mindfulness Yr 2 - 6   4.15pm - 5.00pm YES 

Thursday   

Art Yr 3 - 6   4.15 - 5.15pm YES 

Languages Yr 3 - 6   4.15pm - 5.00pm YES 

Music (During School hours) YES 

Musical Theatre Yr R - 1    3.15pm - 4.00pm YES 

Musical Theatre Yr 2 - 6    4.15pm - 5.00pm YES 

Netball  Yr 3 - 6  4.10pm - 5.00pm YES 

Newspaper (Read all about it!) Yr 4 - 6  
4.10pm - 5.10pm YES 

Friday   

Dodge Ball Yr 3 - 6 (first half term only)  
4.10pm - 5.00pm YES 

Music (During School hours) YES 
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ABRSM AWARDS 
The following children received their certificates for 

their ABRSM exams 
Arabella Porter, William Lee, Roy Benayahu,  

Anna Woodhead, Safiya Dubignon,  
Jennifer Ainsworth, Elsie Rang, Martha Bartlett 

BIRTHDAYS 
Kaitlyn Gurubatham-Kanny, Kian Aly 

MUSIC STARS OF THE WEEK 
Sophia Baker for her perseverance on 

the trumpet 

STAR OF THE WEEK 

RB Kali Pagidas For such a happy and settled start to the new term 

RR Mia Patel For developing handwriting 

1CM Elias Dubignon For  going above and beyond and being resilient in the face of adversity 

1R Theodore Panteli For his mature approach to independent work 

2H Aiden Gibson For his fantastic work ethic in English and Maths this week 

2L Brayden Ingram For working at a better pace 

3B Amara Fernando For reading out loud in class 

3P Lilly Meredith For showing great resilience during our STEAM day 

4C Safiya Dubignon For her fantastic focus this week 

4R Zara Van Ritbergen For her excellent effort in Maths 

5A Teddy Law For a consistently focused approach to school life. 

5M Martha Bartlett For always giving her all 

6J Sofia Cresswell For challenging herself in class 

6W Harper Skudder Acaster For being an excellent role model on STEAM day 

SPORTS STAR OF THE WEEK 
 

Katherine Mitchell for excellent work in netball 

House Points 

Ash 104 

Beech 103 

Oak 92 

Sycamore 109 

READING AWARDS 
The following children completed Reading shelves 

this week 
Jacob Clark, Leopold Taloen, Zachary Powlter, 
Amaari Patel, Sail McCulloch, Dorothy Stead,  

Tilly Howell, Emily Daw, Madina Gibson, 
Adhik Palanisamy, Nathaniel Thondhlana 

FRIEND OF THE WEEK 
Adhik Palanisamy for patiently showing another 

child how to do the zip up on their coat 

STAR AWARDS 
BRONZE (100+)       

Alex Wynn, Primrose Snow, Evan Urquhart,      
Sail McCulloch, Ella Dibb-Fuller,  
Austin Smith, Amara Fernando, 

Charlie Burch 

GOLDEN BALLS  
Roy Benayahu, Emily Mitchell,  

Zara Van Ritbergen 
 

MINI WINTER READING CHALLENGE 
 

The following children received a certificate for the Accelerated Reader Mini Winter Reading Challenge 
Luca Barnes, Gigi Evans, Luna Hulme, Ava Riley, 

Kasen Wells, Charlie Burch, Amelie Coles,  
Evie Crocker, Amara Fernando, Fred Giles,  
Sophia Gudge, Mya Wood, Roy Benayahu,  

Safiya Dubignon, James Evans, Joshua Johnson, William Lee, Imogen Norman, James Quinn, 
Ashmitha Palanisamy, Francesca Savin, 

Arnav Siddappa, Martha Bartlett, Henry Bowyer, Freddie Heffer, Henry O’Connor,  
Gabriela Osborn, Dexter Stavri, Samuel Stroud, 
Sami Ur-Rehman, Isaac Stroud, Sofia Cresswell,  

Kit Dearson, Arabella Porter, Nour Al Ayoub 


